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NUMERICAL METHOD FOR FBSDES OF MCKEAN-VLASOV TYPE
JEAN-FRANÇOIS CHASSAGNEUX˚, DAN CRISAN: AND FRANÇOIS DELARUE;
Abstract. This paper is dedicated to the presentation and the analysis of a numerical
scheme for forward-backward SDEs of the McKean-Vlasov type, or equivalently for
solutions to PDEs on the Wasserstein space. Because of the mean field structure of
the equation, earlier methods for classical forward-backward systems fail. The scheme
is based on a variation of the method of continuation. The principle is to implement
recursively local Picard iterations on small time intervals.
We establish a bound for the rate of convergence under the assumption that the
decoupling field of the forward-bakward SDE (or equivalently the solution of the PDE)
satisfies mild regularity conditions. We also provide numerical illustrations.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate a probabilistic numerical method to approximate the
solution of the following non-local PDE
BtUpt, x, µq ` bpx,Upt, x, µq, νq ¨ BxUpt, x, µq
` 1
2
TrrB2xxUpt, x, µqapx, µqs ` f
`
x,Upt, x, µq, BxUpt, x, µqσpx, µq, ν
˘
`
ż
Rd
BµUpt, x, µqpυq ¨ bpυ,Upt, υ, νq, νqdµpυq `
ż
Rd
1
2
TrrBxBµUpt, x, µqpυqapυ, µqsdµpυq “ 0 ,
(1)
for pt, x, µq P r0, T q ˆ Rd ˆ P2pRdq with the terminal condition UpT, ¨q “ gp¨q, where
ν is a notation for the image of the probability measure µ by the mapping Rd Q x ÞÑ
px,Upt, x, µqq P R2d. Above, apx, µq “ rσσ:spx, µq. The set P2pRdq is the set of probabil-
ity measures with a finite second-order moment, endowed with the Wasserstein distance
i.e.
W2pµ, µ1q :“ inf
pi
ˆż
RdˆRd
|x´ x1|2dpipx, x1q
˙ 1
2
,
for pµ, µ1q P P2pRdqˆP2pRdq, the infimum being taken over the probability distributions
pi on Rd ˆ Rd whose marginals on Rd are respectively µ and µ1.
Whilst the first two lines in (1) form a classical non-linear parabolic equations, the last
two terms are non-standard. Not only are they non-local, in the sense that the solution or
its derivatives are computed at points υ different from x, but also they involve derivatives
in the argument µ, which lives in a space of probability measures. In this regard, the
notation BµUpt, x, µqpυq denotes the so-called Wasserstein derivative of the function U
in the direction of the measure, computed at point pt, x, µq and taken at the continuous
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coordinate υ. We provide below a short reminder of the construction of this derivative,
as introduced by Lions, see [12] or [17, Chap. 5].
These PDEs arise in the study of large population stochastic control problems, either of
mean field game type, see for instance [12, 13, 20, 30] or [18, Chap. 12] and the references
therein, or of mean field control type, see for instance [9, 10, 20, 33]. In both cases, U
plays the role of a value function or, when the above equation is replaced by a system
of equations of the same form, the gradient of the value function. Generally speaking,
these types of equations are known as “master equations”. We refer to the aforementioned
papers and monographes for a complete overview of the subject, in which existence and
uniqueness of classical or viscosity solutions have been studied. In particular, in our
previous paper [20], we tackled classical solutions by connecting U with a system of fully
coupled Forward-Backward Stochastic Differential Equations of the McKean-Vlasov type
(MKV FBSDE), for which U plays the role of a decoupling field. We also refer to [18,
Chap. 12] for a similar approach.
In the current paper, we build on this link to design our numerical method.
The connection between U and FBSDEs may be stated as follows. Basically, U may be
written as Upt, x, µq “ Y t,x,µt for all pt, x, µq P r0, T sˆRdˆP2pRdq, where Y t,x,µ together
with pXt,x,µ, Zt,x,µq solves the following standard FBSDE:
Xt,x,µs “ x`
ż s
t
bpXt,x,µr , Y t,x,µr , rXt,ξr , Y t,ξr sqdr `
ż s
t
σpXt,x,µr , rXt,x,µr sqdWr (2)
Y t,x,µs “ gpXt,x,µT , rXt,ξT sq `
ż T
s
fpXt,x,µr , Y t,x,µr , Zt,x,µr , rXt,ξr , Y t,ξr sqdr ´
ż T
s
Zt,x,µr ¨ dWr ,
(3)
which is parametrized by the law of the following MKV FBSDE:
Xt,ξs “ ξ `
ż s
t
bpXt,ξr , Y t,ξr , rXt,ξr , Y t,ξr sqdr `
ż s
t
σpXt,ξr , rXt,ξr sqdWr (4)
Y t,ξs “ gpXt,ξT , rXt,ξT sq `
ż T
s
fpXt,ξr , Y t,ξr , Zt,ξr , rXt,ξr , Y t,ξr sqdr ´
ż T
s
Zt,ξr ¨ dWr , (5)
where pWtq0ďtďT is a Brownian motion and ξ has µ as distribution. In the previous
equations and in the sequel, we use the notation rθs for the law of a random variable
θ. In particular, in the above, we have that rξs “ µ. So, to obtain an approximation
of Upt, x, µq given by the initial value of (3), our strategy is to approximate the system
(4)-(5) as its solution appears in the coefficients of (2)-(3). In this regard, our approach
is probabilistic.
Actually, our paper is not the first one to address the numerical approximation of
equations of the type (1) by means of a probabilistic approach. In its PhD disserta-
tion, Alanko [4] develops a numerical method for mean field games based upon a Picard
iteration: Given the proxy for the equilibrium distribution of the population (which is
represented by the mean field component in the above FBSDE), one solves for the value
function by approximating the solution of the (standard) BSDE associated with the con-
trol problem; given the solution of the BSDE, we then get a new proxy for the equilibrium
distribution and so on... Up to a Girsanov transformation, the BSDE associated with the
control problem coincides with the backward equation in the above FBSDEs. In [4], the
Girsanov transformation is indeed used to decouple the forward and backward equations
and it is the keystone of the paper to address the numerical impact of the change of
measure onto the mean field component. Under our setting, this method would more or
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less consist in solving for the backward equation given a proxy for the forward equation
and then in iterating, which is what we call the Picard method for the FBSDE system.
Unfortunately, convergence of the Picard iterations is a difficult issue, as the convergence
is known in small time only, see the numerical examples in Section 4 below. It is indeed
well-known that Picard theorem only applies in small time for fully coupled problems.
In this regard, it must be stressed that our system (4)-(5) is somehow doubly coupled,
once in the variable x and once in the variable µ, which explains why a change measure
does not permit to decouple it entirely.
The goal of our paper is precisely to go further and to propose an algorithm whose
convergence is known on any interval of a given length (observe that the convergence
is not studied in [4]). In the classical case, this question has been addressed by several
authors, among which [21, 22] and [7], but all these methods rely on the Markov structure
of the problem. Here, the Markov property is true but at the price of regarding the entire
Rd ˆ P2pRdq as state space: The fact that the second component is infinite dimensional
makes intractable the complexity of these approaches. To avoid any similar problem, we
use a pathwise approach for the forward component; it consists in iterating successively
the Picard method on small intervals, all the Picard iterations being implemented with a
tree approximation of the Brownian motion. This strategy is inspired from the method
of continuation, the parameter in the continuation argument being the time length T
itself. The advantage for working on a tree is twofold: as we said, we completely bypass
any Markov argument; also, we get, not only, an approximation of the system (4)-(5)
but also, for free, an approximation of the system (2)-(3), which “lives” on a subtree
obtained by conditioning on the initial root. We prove that the method is convergent
and provide a rate of convergence for it. Numerical examples are given in Section 4. Of
course, the complexity remains pretty high in comparison with the methods developed
in the classical non McKean-Vlasov case. This should not come as a surprise since, as
we already emphasized, the problem is somehow infinite dimensional.
We refer the interested reader to the following papers for various numerical methods,
based upon finite differences or variational approaches, for mean field games: [1, 2, 3]
and [6, 26, 25]. Recently, a Markov chain approximation method was also suggested in
[5].
The paper is organized as follows. The method for the system (4)-(5) is exposed in
Section 2. The convergence is addressed in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain how to
compute in practice Upt, x, µq (and thus approximate (2)-(3)) from the approximation of
the sole (4)-(5) and we present some numerical results validating empirically the conver-
gence results obtained in Section 3. We collect in the appendix some key results for the
convergence analysis.
2. A new algorithm for coupled forward backward systems
As announced right above, we will focus on the approximation of the following type
of McKean-Vlasov forward-backward stochastic differential equation:
dXt “ b
`
Xt, Yt, rXt, Yts
˘
dt` σ`Xt, rXts˘dWt,
dYt “ ´f
`
Xt, Yt, Zt, rXt, Yts
˘
dt` Zt ¨ dWt, t P r0, T s ,
YT “ g
`
XT , rXT s
˘
and X0 “ ξ ,
(6)
for some time horizon T ą 0. Throughout the analysis, the equation is regarded on a com-
plete filtered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq, equipped with a d-dimensional F-Brownian
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motion pWtq0ďtďT . To simplify, we assume that the state process pXtq0ďtďT is of the
same dimension. The process pYtq0ďtďT is 1-dimensional. As a result, pZtq0ďtďT is
d-dimensional.
In (6), the three processes pXtq0ďtďT , pYtq0ďtďT and pZtq0ďtďT are required to be F-
progressively measurable. Both pXtq0ďtďT and pYtq0ďtďT have continuous trajectories.
Generally speaking, the initial condition X0 is assumed to be square-integrable, but
at some point, we will assume that X0 belongs to LppΩ,F ,P;Rdq, for some p ą 2.
Accordingly, pXtq0ďtďT , pYtq0ďtďT and pZtq0ďtďT must satisfy:
~pX,Y, Zq~r0,T s :“ E
„
sup
0ďtďT
`|Xt|2 ` |Yt|2˘` ż T
0
|Zt|2dt
1{2
ă 8.
The domains and codomains of the coefficients are defined accordingly. The assump-
tion that σ is assumed to be independent of the variable y is consistent with the global
solvability results that exist in the literature for equations like (6). For instance, it covers
cases coming from optimization theory for large mean field interacting particle systems.
We refer to our previous paper [20] for a complete overview on the subject, together
with the references [8, 12, 17, 18, 19]. In light of the examples tackled in [20], the fact
that b is independent of z may actually seem more restrictive, as it excludes cases when
the forward-backward system of the McKean-Vlasov type is used to represent the value
function of the underlying optimization problem. It is indeed a well-known fact that,
with or without McKean-Vlasov interaction, the value function of a standard optimiza-
tion problem may be represented as the backward component of a standard FBSDE
with a drift term depending upon the z variable. This says that, in order to tackle the
aforementioned optimization problems of the mean field type by means of the numerical
method investigated in this paper, one must apply the algorithm exposed below to the
Pontryagin system. The latter one is indeed of the form (6), provided that Y is allowed
to be multi-dimensional. (Below, we just focus on the one-dimensional case, but the
adaptation is straightforward.)
In fact, our choice for assuming b to be independent of z should not come as a surprise.
The same assumption appears in the papers [21, 22] dedicated to the numerical analysis
of standard FBSDEs, which will serve us as a benchmark throughout the text. See
however Remark 4.
Finally, the fact that the coefficients are time-homogeneous is for convenience only.
As a key ingredient in our analysis, we use the following representation result given in
e.g. Proposition 2.2 in [20],
Y ξt :“ Upt,Xξt , rXξt sq , (7)
where U : r0, T s ˆRd ˆ P2pRdq Ñ R is assumed to be the classical solution, in the sense
of [20, Definition 2.6], to (1). In this regard, the derivative with respect to the measure
argument is defined according to Lions’ approach to the Wasserstein derivative. In short,
the lifting Uˆ of U to L2pΩ,F0,P;Rdq, which we define by
Uˆpt, x, ξq “ Upt, x, rξsq, t P r0, T s, x P Rd, ξ P L2pΩ,F0,P;Rdq,
is assumed to be Fréchet differentiable. Of course, this makes sense as long as the space
pΩ,F0,Pq is rich enough so that, for any µ P P2pRdq, there exists a random variable
ξ P L2pΩ,F0,P;Rdq such that ξ „ µ. So, in the sequel, pΩ,F0,Pq is assumed to be atom-
less, which makes it rich enough. A crucial point with Lions’ approach to Wasserstein
differential calculus is that the Fréchet derivative of Uˆ in the third variable, which can be
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identified with a square-integrable random variable, may be represented at point pt, x, ξq
as BµUpt, x, rξsqpξq for a mapping BµUpt, x, µqp¨q : Rd Q v ÞÑ BµUpt, x, µqpvq P Rd. This
latter function plays the role of Wasserstein derivative of U in the measure argument. To
define a classical solution, it is then required that Rd Q v ÞÑ BµUpt, x, µqpvq is differen-
tiable, both BµU and BvBµU being required to be continuous at any point pt, x, µ, vq such
that v is in the support of µ.
Assumptions. Our analysis requires some minimal regularity assumptions on the co-
efficients b, σ, f and the function U . As for the coefficients functions, we assume that
there exists a constant Λ ě 0 such that:
- pH0q: The functions b, σ, f and g are Λ-Lipschitz continuous in all the variables, the
space P2pRdq being equipped with the Wasserstein distance W2. Moreover, the function
σ is bounded by Λ.
We now state the main assumptions on U , see Remark 1 for comments.
- pH1q: for any t P r0, T s and ξ P L2pΩ,Ft,P;Rdq, the McKean-Vlasov forward-backward
system (6) set on rt, T s instead of r0, T s with Xt “ ξ as initial condition at time t has a
unique solution pXt,ξs , Y t,ξs , Zt,ξs qtďsďT ; in parallel, U is the classical solution, in the sense
of [20, Definition 2.6], to (1); and U and its derivatives satisfy
|Upt, x, µq ´ Upt, x, µ1q| ` |BxUpt, x, µq ´ BxUpt, x, µ1q| ď ΛW2pµ, µ1q , (8)
|BxUpt, x, µq| ` }BµUpt, x, rξsqpξq}2 ď Λ , (9)
|B2xxUpt, x, µq| ` }BυBµUpt, x, rξsqpξq}2 ď Λ , (10)
and |B2xxUpt, x, µq ´ B2xxUpt, x1, µq| ď Λ|x´ x1| , (11)
for pt, x, x1, ξq P r0, T s ˆ Rd ˆ Rd ˆ L2pΩ,F0,P;Rdq and µ, µ1 P P2pRdq. Also, we require
that
|Upt` h, x, rξsq ´ Upt, x, rξsq| ` |BxUpt` h, x, rξsq ´ BxUpt, x, rξsq| ď Λh 12
`
1` |x| ` }ξ}2
˘
,
(12)
and for all h P r0, T q, pt, xq P r0, T ´ hs ˆ Rd, ξ P L2pΩ,F0,P;Rdq and v, v1 P Rd,
|BυBµUpt, x, rξsqpυq ´ BυBµUpt, x, rξsqpυ1q| ď Λt1` |υ|2α ` |υ1|2α ` }ξ}2α2 u
1
2 |υ ´ υ1| ,
(13)
for some α ą 0.
Remark 1. In [20], it is shown that, under some conditions on the coefficients b, f
and σ, the PDE (1) has indeed a unique classical solution which satisfies the assumption
pH1q.
(1) Estimate (13) is obtained by combining Definition 2.6 and Proposition 3.9 in [20].
A major difficulty in the analysis provided below is the fact that α may be larger
than 1, in which case the Lipschitz bound for the second order derivative is super-
linear. This problem is proper to the McKean-Vlasov structure of the equation
and does not manifest in the classical setting, compare for instance with [21, 22].
Below, we tackle two cases: the case when α ď 1, which has been investigated
in [13] and [18, Chap. 12] under stronger conditions on the coefficients, and the
case when α ą 1 but U is bounded.
(2) Estimates (8)-(12) are required to control the convergence error when the coeffi-
cients (b or f) depend on Z.
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(a) The estimate (8) can be retrieved from the computations made in [20]. See
the comments at the bottom of page 60, near equation p4.58q.
(b) The estimate (12) comes from the theory of FBSDEs (without McKean-
Vlasov interaction). Indeed, using the Lipschitz property of U and BxU in
the variable µ, it suffices to prove
|Upt` h, x, rXt,ξt`hsq ´ Upt, x, rXt,ξt sq| ` |BxUpt` h, x, rXt,ξt`hsq ´ BxUpt, x, rXt,ξt sq|
ď Λh 12 `1` |x| ` }ξ}2˘ .
As stated in Proposition 2.2 in [20], for ξ „ µ, Ups, x, rXt,ξs sq “ ut,µps, xq
where ut,µ is solution to a quasi-linear PDE. Then the estimate (12) follows
from standard results on non-linear PDEs, see e.g. Theorem 2.1 in [21].
In comparison with the assumption used in [21], the condition pH1q is more demanding.
In [21], there is no need for assuming the second-order derivative to be Lipschitz in space.
This follows from the fact that, here, we approximate the Brownian increments by random
variables taking a small number of values, whilst in [21], the Brownian increments are
approximated by a quantization grid with a larger number of points. In this regard, our
approach is closer to the strategy implemented in [22].
2.1. Description. The goal of the numerical method exposed in the paper is to approx-
imate U . The starting point is the formula (6) and, quite naturally, the strategy is to
approximate the process pXξ, Y ξ, Zξq :“ pX0,ξ, Y 0,ξ, Z0,ξq.
Generally speaking, this approach raises a major difficulty, as it requires to handle the
strongly coupled forward-backward structure of (6). Indeed, theoretical solutions to (6)
may be constructed by means of basic Picard iterations but in small time only, which
comes in contrast with similar results for decoupled forward or backward equations for
which Picard iterations converge on any finite time horizon. In the papers [21, 22] –which
deal with the non McKean-Vlasov case–, this difficulty is bypassed by approximating the
decoupling field U at the nodes of a time-space grid. Obviously, this strategy is hopeless
in the McKean-Vlasov setting as the state variable is infinite dimensional; discretizing it
on a grid would be of a non-tractable complexity. This observation is the main rationale
for the approach exposed below.
Our method is a variation of the so-called method of continuation. In full generality,
it consists in increasing step by step the coupling parameter between the forward and
backward equations. Of course, the intuition is that, for a given time length T , the
Picard scheme should converge for very small values of the coupling parameter. The goal
is then to insert the approximation computed for a small coupling parameter into the
scheme used to compute a numerical solution for a higher value of the coupling parameter.
Below, we adapt this idea, but we directly regard T itself as a coupling parameter. So we
increase T step and by step and, on each step, we make use of a Picard iteration based
on the approximations obtained at the previous steps.
This naturally motivates the introduction of an equidistant grid < “ tr0 “ 0, . . . , rN “
T u of the time interval r0, T s, with rk “ kδ and δ “ TN for N ě 2. In the following we
shall consider that δ is “small enough” and state more precisely what it means in the
main results, see Theorem 5 and Theorem 7.
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For 0 ď k ď N ´ 1, we consider intervals Ik “ rrk, T s and on each interval, the
following FBSDE, for ξ P L2pFrkq (which is a shorter notation for L2pΩ,Frk ,P;Rdq):
Xt “ ξ `
ż t
rk
b
`
Xs, Ys, rXs, Yss
˘
ds`
ż t
rk
σpXs, rXssqdWs , (14)
Yt “ g
`
XT , rXT s
˘` ż T
t
f
`
Xs, Ys, Zs, rXs, Yss
˘
ds´
ż T
t
Zs ¨ dWs. (15)
Picard iterations. We need to compute backwards the value of Uprk, ξ, rξsq for some
ξ P L2pFrkq, 0 ď k ď N ´ 2. We are then going to solve the FBSDE (14)-(15) on the
interval Ik. As explained above, the difficulty is the arbitrariness of T : When k is large,
Ik is of a small length, but this becomes false as k decreases. Fortunately, we can rewrite
the forward-backward system on a smaller interval at the price of changing the termi-
nal boundary condition. Indeed, from pH1q, we know that pXrk,ξs , Y rk,ξs , Zrk,ξs qrkďsďrk`1
solves:"
Xt “ ξ `
şt
rk
b
`
Xs, Ys, rXs, Yss
˘
ds` ştrk σ`Xs, rXss˘dWs ,
Yt “ U
`
rk`1, Xrk`1 , rXrk`1s
˘` şrk`1t f`Xs, Ys, Zs, rXs, Yss˘ds´ şrk`1t Zs ¨ dWs ,
for t P rrk, rk`1s.
If δ is small enough, a natural approach is to introduce a Picard iteration scheme
to approximate the solution of the above equation. To do so, one can implement the
following recursion (with respect to the index j):#
Xjt “ ξ `
şt
rk
b
`
Xjs , Y
j
s , rXjs , Y js s
˘
ds` ştrk σ`Xjs , rXjs s˘dWs ,
Y jt “ U
`
rk`1, Xj´1rk`1 , rXj´1rk`1s
˘` şrk`1t f`Xj´1s , Y js , Zjs , rXj´1s , Y js s˘ds´ şrk`1t Zjs ¨ dWs .
with pX0s “ ξ`
şt
rk
b
`
X0s , 0, rX0s , 0s
˘
ds`ştrk σ`X0s , rX0s s˘dWsqrkďsďrk`1 and pY 0s “ 0qrkďsďrk`1 .
It is known that, for δ small enough, pXj , Y j , Zjq ÑjÑ8 pX,Y, Zq, in the sense that
~pXj ´X,Y j ´ Y, Zj ´ Zq~rrk,rk`1s ÑjÑ8 0.
But in practice we will encounter three main difficulties.
(1) The procedure has to be stopped after a given number of iterations J .
(2) The above Picard iteration assumes the perfect knowledge of the map U at time
rk, but U is exactly what we want to compute...
(3) The solution has to be discretized in time and space.
Ideal recursion. We first discuss 1) and 2) above. The main idea is to use a recursive
algorithm (with a new recursion, but on the time parameter).
Namely, for k ď N ´ 1, we assume that we are given a solver which computes
solver[k ` 1](ξ) “ Uprk`1, ξ, rξsq ` k`1pξq , (16)
where  is an error made, for any ξ P L2pFrk`1q. We shall sometimes refer to solver[k`
1]( ¨ ) as “the solver at level k ` 1”.
Taking these observations into account, we first define an ideal solver, which assumes
that each Picard iteration in the approximation of the solution of the forward-backward
system can be perfectly computed. We denote it by picard[](). Accordingly, we identify
(for the time being) solver[k ` 1]() with picard[k ` 1](). Given picard[k ` 1](),
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picard[k]() is defined as follows.$’&’%
X˜k,jt “ ξ `
şt
rk
b
`
X˜k,js , Y˜
k,j
s , rX˜k,js , Y˜ k,js s
˘
ds` ştrk σ`X˜k,js , rX˜k,js s˘dWs ,
Y˜ k,jt “ picard[k ` 1](X˜k,j´1rk`1 )´
şrk`1
t Z˜
k,j
s ¨ dWs
` şrk`1t f`X˜k,j´1s , Y˜ k,js , Z˜k,js , rX˜k,j´1s , Y˜ k,js s˘ds , (17)
for j ě 1 and with´
X˜k,0s “ ξ ` ştrk bpXk,0s , 0, rXk,0s , 0sqds` ştrk σpXk,0s , rXk,0s sqdWs¯rkďsďrk`1 ,
and pY˜ k,0s “ 0qrkďsďrk`1 . We then define
picard[k](ξ) :“ Y k,Jrk and kpξq :“ Y k,Jrk ´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq ,
where J ě 1 is the number of Picard iterations.
At level N ´ 1, which is the last level for our recursive algorithm, the Picard iteration
scheme is given by$’’’&’’’%
X˜N´1,jt “ ξ `
şt
rN´1 b
`
X˜N´1,js , Y˜ N´1,js , rX˜N´1,js , Y˜ N´1,js s
˘
ds
` ştrN´1 σ`X˜N´1,js , rX˜N´1,js s˘dWs ,
Y˜ N´1,jt “ gpX˜N´1,j´1T , rX˜N´1,j´1T sq ´
şT
t Z˜
N´1,j
s ¨ dWs
` şTt f`X˜N´1,j´1s , Y˜ N´1,js , Z˜N´1,js , rX˜N´1,j´1s , Y˜ N´1,js s˘ds .
(18)
Here, the terminal condition g is known and the error comes from the fact that the Picard
iteration is stopped. It is then natural to set, for ξ P L2pFT q,
picard[N](ξ) “ gpξ, rξsq and N pξq “ 0 . (19)
Practical implemention. As already noticed in 3) above, it is not possible to solve the
backward and forward equations in (17) perfectly, even though the system is decoupled.
Hence, we need to introduce an approximation that can be implemented in practice.
Given a continuous adapted input process X “ pXsqrkďsďrk`1 such that Ersuprkďsďrk`1 |Xs|2s ă
8 and η P L2pΩ,Frk`1 ,P;Rq, we thus would like to solve#
X˜t “ Xrk `
şt
rk
b
`
X˜s, Y˜s, rX˜s, Y˜ss
˘
ds` ştrk σ`X˜s, rX˜ss˘dWs
Y˜t “ η `
şrk`1
t f
`
Xs, Y˜s, Z˜s, rXs, Y˜ss
˘
ds´ şrk`1t Z˜s ¨ dWs ,
for t P rrk, rk`1s.
Let pi be a discrete time grid of r0, T s such that < Ă pi,
pi :“ tt0 :“ 0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn :“ T u and |pi| :“ max
iăn pti`1 ´ tiq. (20)
For 0 ď k ď N ´ 1, we note pik :“ tt P pi | rk ď t ď rk`1u and for later use, we define the
indices pjkq0ďkďN as follows
pik “ ttjk :“ rk ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ti ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă rk`1 “: tjk`1u ,
for all k ă N . So, instead of a perfect solver for an iteration of the Picard scheme (17),
we assume that we are given a numerical solver, denoted by solver[k](X¯,η,f), which
computes an approximation of the process pX˜s, Y˜s, Z˜sqrkďsďrk`1 on pik for a discretiza-
tion pX¯tqtPpik of the time continuous process pXsqrkďsďrk`1 . The output is denoted by
pX¯t, Y¯ t, Z¯tqtPpik . In parallel, we call input the triplet formed by the random variable η,
the discrete-time process pX¯tqtPpik and the driver f of the backward equation. In short,
the output is what the numerical solver returns after one iteration in the Picard scheme
when the discrete input is pη, X¯, fq. Pay attention that, in contrast with b and σ, we
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shall allow f to vary; this is the rationale for regarding it as an input. However, when
the value of f is clear, we shall just regard the input as the pair pη, pX¯tqtPpikq.
The full convergence analysis, including the discretization error, will be discussed
in the next section in the following two cases: first for a generic (or abstract) solver
solver[](,,) and second for an explicit solver, as given in the example below.
Example 2. This example is the prototype of the solver solver[](,,) . We consider
an approximation of the Brownian motion obtained by quantization of the Brownian in-
crements. At every time t P pi, we denote by W¯t the value at time t of the discretized
Brownian motion. It may expressed as
W¯ti :“
i´1ÿ
j“0
∆W¯j ,
where
∆W¯j :“ h
1
2
j $j , $j :“ Γd
´
h
´ 1
2
j
`
Wtj`1 ´Wtj
˘¯
,
Γd mapping Rd onto a finite grid of Rd. Importantly, Γd is assumed to be bounded by
Λ and each $j is assumed to be centered and to have the identity matrix as covariance
matrix. Of course, this is true if Γd is of the form
Γd
`
w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wd
˘
:“ `Γ1pw1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Γ1pwdq˘, pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wdq P Rd,
where Γ1 is a bounded odd function from R onto a finite subset of R with a normalized
second order moment under the standard Gaussian measure. In practice, Γd is intended
to take a small number of values. Of course, the typical example is the so-called binomial
approximation, in which case Γ1 is the sign function.
On each interval rrk, rk`1s, given a discrete-time input process X¯ and a terminal condi-
tion η, we thus implement the following scheme (below, Eti is the conditional expectation
given Fti):
(1) For the backward component:
(a) Set as terminal condition, pY¯tjk`1 , Z¯tjk`1 q “ pη, 0q.
(b) For jk ď i ă jk`1, compute recursively
Y¯ti “ Eti
“
Y¯ti`1 ` pti`1 ´ tiqf
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , Z¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘‰
, Z¯ti “ Eti
„
∆W¯i
ti`1 ´ ti Y¯ ti`1

.
(2) For the forward component:
(a) Set as initial condition, X¯tjk “ X¯rk .
(b) For jk ă i ď jk`1, compute recursively
X¯ti`1 “ X¯ti ` b
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘pti`1 ´ tiq ` σ`X¯ti , rX¯tis˘∆W¯i .
Full algorithm for solver[](). Using solver[](,,) , for each level, we can now give a
completely implementable algorithm for solver[](). Its description is as follows.
The value solver[k](ξ), i.e. the value of the solver at level k with initial condition
ξ P L2pFrkq, is obtained through:
(1) Initialize the backward component at Y¯ k,0t “ 0 for t P pik and regard pX¯k,0t qtPpik
as the forward component of solver[k](ξ,0,0)
(2) for 1 ď j ď J
(a) compute Y¯ k,jrk`1 “ solver[k ` 1](X¯k,j´1rk`1 ).
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(b) compute pX¯k,j , Y¯ k,j , Z¯k,jq “ solver[k](X¯k,j´1,Y¯ k,jrk`1,f)
(3) return Y¯ k,Jrk`1 .
Following (19), we let
solver[N](ξ) “ gpξ, rξsq . (21)
We first explain the initialization step. The basic idea is to set the backward component
to 0 and then to solve the forward component as an approximation of the autonomous
McKean-Vlasov diffusion process in which the backward entry is null. Of course, this
may be solved by means of any standard method, but to make the notation shorten, we
felt better to regard the underlying solver as a specific case of a forward-backward solver
with null coefficients in the backward equation. We specify in the analysis below the
conditions that this initial solver solver[](,0,0) must satisfy.
It is also worth noting that each Picard iteration used to define the solver at level k
calls the solver at level k`1. This is a typical feature of the way the continuation method
manifests from the algorithmic point of view. In particular, the total complexity is of
order OpJNKq, where K is the complexity of the solver solver[](,,) . In this regard,
it must be stressed that, for a given length T , N is fixed, regardless of the time step |pi|.
Also, J is intended to be rather small as the Picard iterations are expected to converge
geometrically fast, see the numerical examples in Section 4 in which we choose J “ 5.
However, it must be noticed that the complexity increases exponentially fast when T
tends to 8, which is obviously the main drawback of this method. Again, we refer to
Section 4 for numerical illustrations.
Useful notations. Throughout the paper, } ¨ }p denotes the Lp norm on pΩ,F ,Pq. Also,
pΩˆ, Fˆ , Pˆq stands for a copy of pΩ,F ,Pq. It is especially useful to represent the Lions’
derivative of a function of a probability measure and to distinguish the (somewhat artifi-
cial) space used for representing these derivatives from the (physical) space carrying the
Wiener process. For a random variable X defined on pΩ,F ,Pq, we shall denote by xXy
its copy on pΩˆ, Fˆ , Pˆq.
We shall use the notations CΛ, cΛ for constants only depending on Λ (and possibly on
the dimension as well). They are allowed to increase from line to line. We shall use the
notation C for constants not depending upon the discretization parameters. Again, they
are allowed to increase from line to line. In most of the proofs, we shall just write C for
CΛ, even if we use the more precise notation CΛ in the corresponding statement.
2.2. A first analysis with no discretization error. To conclude this section, we want
to understand how the error propagates through the solvers used at different levels in the
ideal case where the Picard iteration in (17) can be perfectly computed or equivalently
when the solver is given by solver[k]() “ picard[k](). For j ě 1, we then denote by
pX˜k,j , Y˜ k,j , Z˜k,jq, the solution on rrk, rk`1s of (17).
The main result of the section, see Theorem 5, is an upper bound for the error when
we use picard[ ¨]( ¨) to approximate U . The proof of this theorem requires the following
proposition, which gives a local error estimate for each level.
Proposition 3. Let us define, for j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju, k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u,
∆jk :“
››› sup
tPrrk,rk`1s
`
Y˜ k,jt ´ Upt, X˜k,jt , rX˜k,jt sq
˘›››
2
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then, there exist constants CΛ, cΛ such that, for δ¯ :“ CΛδ ă cΛ,
∆jk ď δ¯j∆0k `
jÿ
`“1
δ¯`´1eδ¯
››k`1pX˜k,j´`rk`1 q››2 . (22)
We recall that kpξq stands for the error term:
kpξq “ picard[k](ξ)´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq , with N pξq “ 0 .
Remark 4. A careful inspection of the proof shows that, whenever σ depends on Y or b
depends on Z, the same result holds true but with a constant CΛ depending on N . As N
is fixed in practice, this might still suffice to complete the analysis of the discretization
scheme in that more general setting.
Proof. We suppose that the full algorithm is initialized at some level k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N´1u,
with an initial condition ξ P L2pFrkq. As the value of the index k is fixed throughout the
proof, we will drop it in the notations pX˜k,j , Y˜ k,j , Z˜k,jq and ∆jk.
Applying Ito’s formula for functions of a measure argument, see [11, 20], we have
dUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq “
ˆ
bpX˜jt , Y˜ jt , rX˜jt , Y˜ jt sq ¨ BxUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq
` 1
2
Tr
“
a
`
X˜jt , rX˜jt s
˘B2xxUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq‰
` Eˆ
”
bpxX˜jt y, xY˜ jt y, rX˜jt , Y˜ jt sq ¨ BµUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq
ı
` Eˆ
”1
2
Tr
“
a
`xX˜jt y, rX˜jt s˘BυBµUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq‰ı` BtUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq˙dt
` BxUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq ¨
`
σ
`
X˜jt , rX˜jt s
˘
dWt
˘
.
Expressing the integral in (1) as expectations on pΩˆ, Fˆ , Pˆq and combining with (1) and
(17), we obtain
drYˇ jt ´ Y˜ jt s “
´ 
b
`
X˜jt , Y˜
j
t , rX˜jt , Y˜ jt s
˘´ b`X˜jt , Yˇ jt , rX˜jt , Yˇ jt s˘( ¨ BxUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq
` pE” b`xX˜jt y, xY˜ jt y, rX˜jt , Y˜ jt s˘´ b`xX˜jt y, xYˇ jt y, rX˜jt , Yˇ jt s˘( ¨ BµUpt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sqı
` f`X˜jt , Y˜ jt , Z˜jt , rX˜jt , Y˜ jt s˘´ f`X˜jt , Yˇ jt , Zˇjt , rX˜jt , Yˇ jt s˘¯dt` rZˇjt ´ Z˜jt s ¨ dWt ,
where Yˇ jt :“ Upt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sq and Zˇjt :“ Bxupt, X˜jt , rX˜jt sqσpX˜jt , rX˜jt sq. Observe that this
argument is reminiscent of the four-step scheme, see [32].
Using standard arguments from BSDE theory and pH0q–pH1q, we then compute
∆j ď eCδ››Uprk`1, X˜jrk`1 , rX˜jrk`1sq ´ Y˜ jrk`1››2
ď eCδ
´››k`1pX˜j´1rk`1q››2 ` ››Uprk`1, X˜jrk`1 , rX˜jrk`1sq ´ Uprk`1, X˜j´1rk`1 , rX˜j´1rk`1sq››2¯,
recalling Y˜ jrk`1 “ picard[k ` 1](X˜j´1rk`1) and (16). Since U is Lipschitz, we have
∆j ď eCδ
´››k`1pX˜j´1rk`1q››2 ` 2L››X˜jrk`1 ´ X˜j´1rk`1››2¯ . (23)
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We also have that
X˜jt ´ X˜j´1t “
ż t
rk
 
b
`
X˜js , Y˜
j
s , rX˜jt , Y˜ jt s
˘´ b`X˜j´1s , Y˜ j´1s , rX˜j´1t , Y˜ j´1t s˘(ds
`
ż t
rk
 
σ
`
X˜js , rX˜js s
˘´ σ`X˜j´1s , rX˜j´1s s˘(dWs .
Using usual arguments (squaring, taking the sup, using Bürkholder-Davis-Gundy in-
equality), we get, since b and σ are Lipschitz continuous,››› sup
tPrrk,rk`1s
|X˜jt ´ X˜j´1t |
›››
2
ď C
´
δ
››› sup
tPrrk,rk`1s
|Y˜ jt ´ Y˜ j´1t |
›››
2
` δ 12
››› sup
tPrrk,rk`1s
|X˜jt ´ X˜j´1t |
›››
2
¯
.
Observing that
|Y˜ js ´ Y˜ j´1s | ď |Y˜ js ´ Ups, X˜js , rX˜js sq| ` |Y˜ j´1s ´ Ups, X˜j´1s , rX˜j´1s sq|
` Λp|X˜j´1s ´ X˜js | ` }X˜j´1s ´ X˜js}2q ,
we obtain, for δ small enough,››› sup
tPrrk,rk`1s
|X˜jt ´ X˜j´1t |
›››
2
ď Cδp∆j `∆j´1q . (24)
Combining the previous inequality with (23), we obtain, for δ small enough,
∆j ď eCδ››k`1pX˜j´1rk`1q››2 ` Cδ∆j´1 ,
which by induction leads to
∆j ď pCδqj∆0 `
jÿ
`“1
pCδq`´1eCδ››k`1pX˜j´`rk`1q››2 ,
and concludes the proof. l
We now state the main result of this section, which explains how the local error induced
by the fact that the Picard iteration is stopped at rank J propagates through the various
levels k “ N ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0.
Theorem 5. We can find two constants CΛ, cΛ ą 0 and a continuous non-decreasing
function B : R` Ñ R` matching 0 in 0, only depending on Λ, such that, for δ¯ :“ CΛδ ă
minpcΛ, 1q and β ě Bpδ¯q satisfying
pJ ´ 1qΛδ¯J e
βCΛT
eβδ¯ ´ 1 ď 1 (25)
where J is the number of Picard iterations in a period, it holds, for any period k P
t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu and ξ P L2pFrkq,
}solver[k](ξ)´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq}2 ď Λ
eβCΛT
β
δ¯J´1
`
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2˘ , (26)
where Prk,tpξq is the solution at time t of the stochastic differential equation
dX0s “ b
`
X0s , 0, rX0s , 0s
˘
ds` σ`X0s , rX0s s˘dWs ,
with X0rk “ ξ as initial condition, and P ‹rk,tpξq “ supsPrrk,ts |Prk,spξq|.
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Of course, it is absolutely straightforward to bound
›››P ‹rk,T pξq›››2 by Cp1`}ξ}2q in (26).
Theorem 5 may be restated accordingly, but the form used in the statement is more
faithful to the spirit of the proof.
Proof. We prove the claim by an induction argument. We show below that for all
k P t0, . . . , Nu,›››kpξq›››
2
“ }solver[k](ξ)´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq}2 ď θk
´
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2¯ , (27)
where pθkqk“0,¨¨¨ ,N´1 is defined by the following backward induction: θN :“ 0, recall (19),
and for k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u,
θk :“ Λδ¯J ` eβδ¯θk`1 , (28)
where β is such thatˆ
γ ` γδ¯eγδ¯pγ ` Λ
1´ δ¯ q
˙
ď eβδ¯ , with γ :“ e
δ¯
1´ δ¯ . (29)
With this definition, we have, for all k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu,
θk “ Λδ¯J
N´k´1ÿ
j“0
ejβδ¯ ď Λδ¯J e
βCΛT
eβδ¯ ´ 1 , (30)
which gives the expected result.
We now prove (27). Observe that it is obviously true for the last step N . Assume now
that it holds true at step k ` 1, for k ă N , and that (30) holds true for θk`1. Then,
using (25), we have
θk`1j ď 1, for all j ď J ´ 1 . (31)
From Proposition 3, we have
∆jk ď δ¯j∆0k `
jÿ
`“1
δ¯`´1eδ¯}k`1pX˜k,j´`rk`1 q}2 . (32)
Using the induction hypothesis (27), we compute
∆jk ď δ¯j∆0k `
eδ¯
1´ δ¯ θk`1 ` e
δ¯θk`1
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯j´1´`
››P ‹rk`1,T `X˜k,`rk`1˘››2 . (33)
We study the last sum. Observe that for ` P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j ´ 1u,
››P ‹rk`1,T `X˜k,`rk`1˘››2 ď ››P ‹rk`1,T `X˜k,0rk`1˘››2 ` ÿ`
i“1
›››P ‹rk`1,T `X˜k,irk`1˘´ P ‹rk`1,T `X˜k,i´1rk`1 ˘›››2 .
We observe that Prk`1,tpX˜k,0rk`1q “ Prk,tpX˜k,0rk q “ Prk,tpξq, for t P rrk`1, T s. Hence,
P ‹rk`1,T pX˜k,0rk`1q ď P ‹rk,T pξq. Also, it is well-checked that there exists a constant CΛ such
that each P ‹t,T is CΛ-Lipschitz continuous from L2pFtq into L2pFT q. Then,
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯j´1´`
››P ‹rk,T `X˜k,`rk`1˘››2 ď CΛ j´1ÿ
`“1
δ¯j´1´`
ÿ`
i“1
›››X˜k,irk`1 ´ X˜k,i´1rk`1 ›››2 `
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯`
››P ‹rk,T pξq››2 .
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Using (24) in the proof of Proposition 3 and changing the definition of δ¯, we obtain
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯j´1´`
››P ‹rk,T `X˜k,`rk`1˘››2 ď δ¯ j´1ÿ
i“1
p∆ik `∆i´1k q
j´1ÿ
`“i
δ¯j´1´` `
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯`
››P ‹rk,T pξq››2 . (34)
Observing that, for all i ď j ´ 1, řj´1`“i δ¯j´1´` ď 11´δ¯ , we get
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯j´`
››P ‹rk,T `X˜k,`rk`1˘››2 ď 2δ¯1´ δ¯Sj´1k ` 11´ δ¯ ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2 , (35)
where Snk :“
řn
i“0 ∆ik. Inserting the previous estimate into (33) and changing δ¯ into 2δ¯,
we obtain
∆jk ď δ¯j∆0k `
eδ¯
1´ δ¯ θk`1
`
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2˘` θk`1 δ¯eδ¯1´ δ¯Sj´1k . (36)
We note that ∆0k ď Λp1` }P ‹rk,T pξq}2q. Recalling γ in (29), equation (36) leads to
∆jk ď aj ` γθk`1δ¯Sj´1k . (37)
where we set aj :“ pΛδ¯j ` γθk`1qp1` }P ‹rk,T pξq}2q. We have
Sjk ´ Sj´1k “ ∆jk ď aj ` γθk`1δ¯Sj´1k ,
and then
Sjk ď eγθk`1δ¯jS0k `
jÿ
`“1
eγθk`1δ¯pj´`qa` . (38)
We compute
jÿ
`“1
a` ď
´
jγθk`1 ` Λδ¯
1´ δ¯
¯`
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2˘ ,
which combined with the properties (31) and (38) leads to, for all j ď J ´ 1,
Sjk ď eγδ¯
ˆ
γ ` Λ
1´ δ¯
˙`
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2˘ ,
where we recall that S0k “ ∆0k ď Λp1 ` }P ‹rk,T pξq}2q. We insert the previous inequality
into (37) for j “ J and get
∆Jk ď
ˆ
Λδ¯J `
ˆ
γ ` γδ¯eγδ¯pγ ` Λ
1´ δ¯ q
˙
θk`1
˙´
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2¯ .
Using (29), this rewrites
∆Jk ď
´
Λδ¯J ` eβδ¯θk`1
¯´
1` ››P ‹rk,T pξq››2¯ ,
and validates (28) and thus (30). We then obviously have that (27) holds true. l
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3. Convergence Analysis
3.1. Error analysis in the generic case. We now study the convergence of a generic
implementable solver solver[](), based upon the local solver solver[](,,) as de-
scribed above, as long as the output of the local solver solver[k](,,) satisfies some
conditions, which are shown to be true for Example 2.
In order to define the required assumption, we use the same letters Λ and α as in pH0q
and pH1q, except that, without any loss of generality, we assume that α is greater than
1. For the same coefficients as in the equation (6), and in particular for the same driver
f , we then ask solver[k](,,) to satisfy the following three conditions.
pA1q sup
tPpik
››Upt, X¯t, rX¯tsq ´ Y¯t››2α ď eΛδ››Uprk`1, X¯rk`1 , rX¯rk`1sq ´ Y¯rk`1››2α
` Λ max
jkďiăjk`1
››X¯ti ´ X¯ti››2α `D1p|pi|q `D2p|pi|q`1` }ξ}α2α˘ ,
pA2q sup
tPpik
››X¯t ´ X¯ 1t››2α ď Λδ sup
tPpik
››Y¯t ´ Y¯ 1t ››2α ,
pA3q ››Uprk`1, X¯rk`1 , rX¯rk`1sq ´ Y¯rk`1››α2α ď Λ››Uprk`1, X¯rk`1 , rX¯rk`1sq ´ Y¯rk`1››2α ,
where pX¯, Y¯ , Z¯q :“ solver[k](X¯,η,f), for f as before, and pX¯ 1, Y¯ 1, Z¯ 1q :“ solver[k](X¯1,η1,f 1),
for another f 1 either equal to f or 0, are two output values of solver[](,,) associated
to two input processes X¯, X¯1, with the same initial condition X¯rk “ X¯1rk “ ξ, and to two
different terminal conditions η and η1. For i P t1, 2u, the function Di : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q is
a discretization error associated to the use of the grid pi, which satisfies limhÓ0Diphq “ 0.
Importantly, both D1 and D2 are independent of X¯, η¯, J and N .
In full analogy with the discussion right below Theorem 5, we shall also need some
conditions on the solver solver[k](,0,0) used to initialize the algorithm at each step.
Following the definition of pPrk,tq0ďtďT introduced in the statement of Theorem 5, we let
by induction, for a given k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u:
Prk,tpξq “
`
solver[k](ξ,0,0)
˘1
t
, t P pik , ξ P L2pFrkq ,
where we recall that
`
solver[k](ξ,0,0)
˘1 is the forward component of the algorithm’s
output, and, for k ď N ´ 2,
Prk,tpξq “ Pr`,t
`
Prk,r`pξq
˘
, t P pi`, k ă ` ď N ´ 1,
and then P‹rk,T pξq “ maxsPpi,sPrrk,T s |Prk,spξq|, for ξ P L2pFrkq. It then makes sense to
assume
pA4q ››P‹rk,T pξq ´ P‹rk,T pξ1q››2α ď Λ››ξ ´ ξ1››2α
pA5q ››P‹rk,T pξq››2α ď Λ`1` ››ξ››2α˘
where ξ, ξ1 P L2αpFrkq and k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u.
Remark 6. The main challenging assumption (and maybe the most surprising one) is
pA3q. It is obviously satisfied when α “ 1 as long as Λ is assumed to be greater than
1. We refer to [13] and [17, Chap. 12] for sets of conditions under which this is indeed
true. When α ą 1, Assumption pA3q is checked provided we have an a priori bound
on }Uprk`1, X¯rk`1 , rX¯rk`1sq ´ Y¯rk`1}2α, see Lemma 10. This permits to invoke the result
proven in our previous paper [20], which holds true in a weaker setting than the solvability
results obtained in [13] and [17, Chap. 12].
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Theorem 7. We can find two constants CΛ, cΛ ą 0 and a continuous non-decreasing
function B : R` Ñ R` matching 0 in 0, only depending on Λ, such that, for δ¯ :“ CΛδ ă
minpcΛ, 1q and β ě Bpδ¯q satisfying
pJ ´ 1q
´
Λδ¯J ` eβδ¯D2p|pi|q
¯ eβCΛT
eβδ¯ ´ 1 ď 1 , (39)
where J is the number of Picard iterations in a period, it holds, for any period k P
t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu and ξ P L2pFrkq,››solver[k](ξ)´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq››2α ď C `δ¯J´1 ` pN ´ kqD2p|pi|q˘ `1` }ξ}α2α˘` CpN ´ kqD1p|pi|q ,
for a constant C independent of the discretization parameters.
Proof. The proof will follow closely the proof of Theorem 5 but we now have to take
into account the discretization error. We will first show that for all k “ t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu,››kpξq››
2α
ď θk
`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` ϑkD1p|pi|q , (40)
where
kpξq “ solver[k](ξ)´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq ,
and pθk, ϑkqk“0,¨¨¨ ,N is defined by the following backward induction: pθN , ϑN q :“ p0, 0q,
recall (21), and for k P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u,
θk :“ Λδ¯J ` eβδ¯tθk`1 `D2p|pi|qu and ϑk :“ eβδ¯pϑk`1 ` 1q , (41)
β being defined as in equation (48).
Assume for a while that thids holds true. Then, we have, for all k “ t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u,
θk ď
`
Λδ¯J ` eβδ¯D2p|pi|q˘eβδ¯pN´kq ´ 1
eβδ¯ ´ 1 and ϑk ď e
βδ¯ e
βpN´kqδ¯ ´ 1
eβδ¯ ´ 1 . (42)
Recalling that δ¯N “ CΛT , we get the announced inequality.
We now prove (40). Obviously, it holds true for the last step N . Assume now that it
is true at step k ` 1, for k ă N and that (42) holds for θk`1 and ϑk`1.
In particular, using (39), we observe that
θk`1j ď 1, for all j ď J ´ 1 . (43)
First Step. For j P t0, . . . , Ju, let
∆¯jk :“ sup
tPpik
››Upt, X¯k,jt , rX¯k,jt sq ´ Y¯ k,jt ››2α .
Under pA1q´pA2q, we will prove in this first step an upper bound for ∆¯jk, for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , J ,
similar to the one obtained in Proposition 3.
Using pA1q and pH1q and the fact that
Y¯ k,jrk`1 “ U
`
rk`1, X¯k,j´1rk`1 , rX¯k,j´1rk`1 s
˘` k`1pX¯k,j´1rk`1 q ,
we observe that
∆¯jk ď eΛδ
”››U`rk`1, X¯k,jrk`1 , rX¯k,jrk`1s˘´ U`rk`1, X¯k,j´1rk`1 , rX¯k,j´1rk`1 s˘››2α
`››k`1pX¯k,j´1rk`1 q››2αı` Λ maxjkďiăjk`1››X¯k,jti ´ X¯k,j´1ti ››2α `D1p|pi|q `D2p|pi|q`1` ››ξ››α2α˘
ď CΛ max
tPpik
››X¯k,jt ´ X¯k,j´1t ››2α ` eΛδ››k`1pX¯k,j´1rk`1 q››2α (44)
`D1p|pi|q `D2p|pi|q`1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘ .
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Using pA2q, we also have
sup
tPpik
››X¯k,jt ´ X¯k,j´1t ››2α ď Λδ sup
tPpik
”››Y¯ k,jt ´ Upt, X¯k,jt , rX¯k,jt sq››2α ` Λ››X¯k,jt ´ X¯k,j´1t ››2α
`››Upt, X¯k,j´1t , rX¯k,j´1t sq ´ Y¯ k,j´1t ››2αı
ď CΛδ
´
∆¯jk ` ∆¯j´1k
¯
,
for δ small enough. Inserting the previous inequality in (44), we get
∆¯jk ď CΛδ∆¯j´1k ` eCΛδ
››k`1pX¯k,j´1rk`1 q››2α `D1p|pi|q `D2p|pi|q`1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘ ,
ď δ¯j∆¯0k ` eδ¯
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯`
››k`1pX¯k,j´1´`rk`1 q››2α ` D1p|pi|q1´ δ¯ ` D2p|pi|q1´ δ¯ `1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘ ,
with δ¯ :“ CΛδ. We note that compared to (22), there is a new term, namely pD1p|pi|q `
D2p|pi|qp1` }P‹rk,T pξq}α2αq{p1´ δ¯q, which is due to the discretization.
Second Step. Using (40) at the previous step k ` 1 and noting that ∆¯0k ď Λp1 `}P‹rk,T pξq}2αq ď 2Λp1` }P‹rk,T pξq}α2αq, we claim that
∆¯jk ď
`
2Λδ¯j ` γD2p|pi|q˘ `1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` γpϑk`1 ` 1qD1p|pi|q
` eδ¯θk`1
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯j´1´`
´
1` ››P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,`rk`1q››α2α¯ , (45)
where γ :“ eδ¯{p1´ δ¯q.
This corresponds to equation (33) adapted to our context. By pA2q, we have, for
` ď J ´ 1, ››P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,`rk`1q ´ P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,0rk`1q››2α ď CΛ sup
tPpik
››X¯k,`t ´ X¯k,0t ››2α . (46)
Using pA4q, we then compute, recalling that Y¯ k,0 “ 0,
sup
tPpik
››X¯k,`t ´ X¯k,0t ››2α ď Λδ sup
tPpik
››Y¯ k,`t ››2α
ď Λδ
ˆ
∆¯`k ` Λ sup
tPpik
››X¯k,`t ´ X¯k,0t ››2α ` Λ`1` ››ξ››2α˘˙
ď CΛδ∆¯`k ` CΛδ
`
1` ››ξ››
2α
˘
,
where for the last inequality we used the fact that δ is small enough. Observing that››ξ››
2α
ď ››P‹rk,T pξq››2α and combining the previous inequality with (46), we obtain››P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,`rk`1q ´ P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,0rk`1q››2α ď CΛδ∆¯`k ` CΛδ`1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››2α˘ .
So that, by using the fact that P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,0rk`1q ď P‹rk,T pξq together with a convexity
argument,››P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,`rk`1q››α2α ď ´CΛδ∆¯`k ` `1` CΛδ˘`1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››2α˘¯α,
ď `1` 2CΛδ˘α´1´CΛδ`∆¯`k˘α ` `1` CΛδ˘››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α¯ ,
Appealing to pA3q and redefining δ¯, we get››P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,`rk`1q››α2α ď δ¯∆¯`k ` eδ¯`1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘ ,
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which may be rewritten as
j´1ÿ
`“0
δ¯j´1´`
››P‹rk`1,T pX¯k,`rk`1q››α2α ď δ¯ j´1ÿ
`“1
δ¯j´1´`∆¯`k ` e
δ¯
1´ δ¯
`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘ .
Recalling the notation γ “ eδ¯{p1 ´ δ¯q and letting S¯nk :“
řn
i“0 δ¯n´i∆¯ik, we obtain a new
version of (37), namely
∆¯jk ď Λδ¯j
`
1
2 `
››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` a¯` θk`1γδ¯S¯j´1k , (47)
where we changed the constant 2Λ in (45) into 12Λ as we changed the value of δ¯, and
where we put
a¯ “`γ2θk`1 ` γD2p|pi|q˘`1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` γpϑk`1 ` 1qD1p|pi|q .
We straightforwardly deduce that
S¯jk “ ∆¯jk ` δ¯S¯j´1k ď Λδ¯j
`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` a¯` `1` γθk`1˘δ¯S¯j´1k
ď eγθk`1j δ¯jS¯0k `
j´1ÿ
`“0
eγθk`1`δ¯`
´
Λδ¯j´`
`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` a¯¯ ,
which yields
S¯jk ď Λpj ` 2qδ¯jeγθk`1pj´1q
`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` a¯1´ eγθk`1 δ¯ ,
where we used S¯0k ď 2Λp1` }P‹rk,T pξq}α2αq. Thanks to (47), we get
∆¯Jk ď Λδ¯J
´
1
2 ` δ¯γpJ ` 2qθk`1eγθk`1pJ´1q
¯`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` a¯1´ eγθk`1 δ¯ .
Recalling that pJ ´ 1qθk`1 ď 1, we deduce that, for δ¯ small enough,
∆¯Jk ď
`
Λδ¯J ` eβδ¯tθk`1 `D2p|pi|qu
˘`
1` ››P‹rk,T pξq››α2α˘` eβδ¯pϑk`1 ` 1qD1p|pi|q ,
provided that β satisfies
γ2
1´ eγθk`1 δ¯ ď e
βδ¯ . (48)
This validates (41) and concludes the proof. l
3.2. Convergence error for the implemented scheme. We now analyse the global
error of our method when the numerical algorithm is given by our benchmark Example
2, see Section 4.1.
Lemma 8. (Scheme stability) Condition pA2q holds true for the scheme given in Example
2.
Proof. For k ď N ´1, we consider pX¯, Y¯ , Z¯q :“ solver[k](X¯,η,f) and pX¯ 1, Y¯ 1, Z¯ 1q :“
solver[k](X¯1,η1,f 1) with X¯rk “ X¯1rk “ ξ. Letting ∆Xi “ X¯ti´X¯ 1ti and ∆Yi “ Y¯ti´ Y¯ 1ti ,
we observe
|∆Xi`1| ď
ˇˇˇˇ iÿ
`“jk
pt``1 ´ t`q∆b`
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ iÿ
`“jk
∆σ`∆W¯`
ˇˇˇˇ
,
for i P tjk, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jk`1u, where ∆b` :“ bpX¯t` , Y¯t` , rX¯t` , Y¯t`sq ´ bpX¯ 1t` , Y¯ 1t` , rX¯ 1t` , Y¯ 1t`sq and,
similarly, ∆σ` :“ σpX¯t` , rX¯t`sq ´ σpX¯ 1t` , rX¯ 1t`sq.
Invoking Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for the first term and the Bürkholder-Davis-Gundy
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inequality for discrete martingales for the second term and appealing to the Lipschitz
property of b and σ, we get
››∆Xi`1››2α ď Cδ max`“jk,¨¨¨ ,i `››∆Y`››2α ` ››∆X`››2α˘` C
›››› iÿ
`“jk
|∆σ`|2 ¨ |∆Wˆ`|2
›››› 12
α
ď Cδ max
`“jk,¨¨¨ ,i
`››∆Y`››2α ` ››∆X`››2α˘` Cˆ iÿ
`“jk
pt``1 ´ t`q
››∆X`››22α˙ 12
ď Cδ max
`“jk,¨¨¨ ,i
`››∆Y`››2α ` ››∆X`››2α˘` Cδ1{2 max`“jk,¨¨¨ ,i `››∆X`››2α˘ ,
where we used the identity t``1´ t` “ δ{pjk`1´ jkq. For δ small enough (taking the sup
in the sum), we then obtain
max
jkďiďjk`1
››∆Xi››2α ď Cδ maxjkďiďjk`1››∆Yi››2α , (49)
which concludes the proof. l
We now turn to the study of the approximation error.
Lemma 9. Assume that pH0q-pH1q are in force. Then, condition pA1q holds true for
the scheme given in Example 2 with
D1p|pi|q ď Ca|pi| and D2p|pi|q ď Ca|pi|.
Proof. First Step. Given the scheme defined in Example 2, we introduce its piecewise
continuous version, which we denote by pX¯sq0ďsďT . For i ă n, ti ă s ă ti`1,
X¯s :“ X¯ti ` bips´ tiq ` σi
?
s´ ti$i, $i :“ 1?
ti`1 ´ ti∆W¯i ,
with pbi, σiq :“ pbpX¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tisq, σpX¯ti , rX¯tisqq. In preparation for the proof, we also
introduce a piecewise càd-làg version, denoted by pX¯pλqs q0ďsďT , where λ is a parameter
in r0, 1q. For i ă n, ti ă s ă ti`1,
X¯pλqs :“ X¯ti ` bips´ tiq ` λσi
?
s´ ti$i .
For the reader’s convenience, we also set
U¯s :“ U
`
s, X¯s, rX¯ss
˘
,
V¯ xs :“ BxU
`
s, X¯s, rX¯ss
˘
, V¯ µs :“ BµU
`
s, X¯s, rX¯ss
˘pxX¯syq ,
V¯ x,0s :“ BxU
`
s, X¯p0qs , rX¯ss
˘
.
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Applying the discrete Itô formula given in Proposition 14, and using the PDE solved by
U , recall (1), we compute
U¯ti`1 “ U¯ti `
ż ti`1
ti
V¯ xs ¨
 
b
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘´ b`X¯ti , U¯ti , rX¯ti , U¯tis˘( ds
`
ż ti`1
ti
Eˆ
“
V¯ µs ¨
 xb`X¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis˘´ b`X¯ti , U¯ti , rX¯ti , U¯tis˘(y‰ ds
´ pti`1 ´ tiqf
´
X¯ti , U¯ti , σ
:`X¯ti , rX¯tis˘V¯ xti , rX¯ti , U¯tis¯
` V¯ xti ¨
´a
ti`1 ´ tiσ
`
X¯ti , rX¯tis
˘
$i
¯
`Rwi `Rfi `Rbxi `Rbµi `Rσxi `Rσµi ` δMpti, ti`1q ` δT pti, ti`1q ,
with
Rwi :“
ż ti`1
ti
pV¯ x,0s ´ V¯ x,0ti q ¨
σpX¯p0qti , rX¯tisq$i
2
?
s´ ti ds ,
Rfi :“
ż ti`1
ti
!
f
´
X¯s, U¯s, σ
:`X¯s, rX¯ss˘V¯ xs , rX¯s, U¯ss¯
´f
´
X¯ti , U¯ti , σ
:`X¯ti , rX¯tis˘V¯ xti , rX¯ti , U¯tis¯)ds ,
Rbxi :“
ż ti`1
ti
V¯ xs ¨
 
b
`
X¯ti , U¯ti , rX¯ti , U¯tis
˘´ b`X¯s, U¯s, rX¯s, U¯ss˘( ds ,
Rbµi :“
ż ti`1
ti
Eˆ
“
V¯ µs ¨
 xb`X¯ti , U¯ti , rX¯ti , U¯tis˘´ b`X¯s, U¯s, rX¯s, U¯ss˘y(‰ ds ,
and
Rσxi “ 12
ż ti`1
ti
ż 1
0
∆xps, λqdλds , Rσµi “
1
2
ż ti`1
ti
ż 1
0
∆µps, λqdλds , (50)
where
∆xps, λq :“ Tr
!
B2xxU
`
s, X¯pλqs , rX¯ss
˘
apX¯ti , rX¯tisq ´ B2xxU
`
s, X¯s, rX¯ss
˘
apX¯s, rX¯ssq
)
∆µps, λq :“ Eˆ
”
Tr
!
BvBµU
`
s, X¯s, rX¯ss
˘pxX¯pλqs yqxapX¯ti , rX¯tisqy
´ BvBµU
`
s, X¯s, rX¯ss
˘pxX¯syqxapX¯s, rX¯ssqy)ı .
Also, δMpti, ti`1q is a martingale increment satisfying E
“|δMpti, ti`1q|2α |Fti‰1{p2αq ď
Chi and }δT pti, ti`1q}2α ď CΛh
3
2
i , recall Proposition 14.
Second Step. Denoting $i :“ $i{
?
ti`1 ´ ti and
δbi :“ 1
hi
ż ti`1
ti
V¯ xs ¨
 
b
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘´ b`X¯ti , U¯ti , rX¯ti , U¯tis˘( ds
` 1
hi
ż ti`1
ti
Eˆ
“
V¯ µs ¨
 xb`X¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis˘´ b`X¯ti , U¯ti , rX¯ti , U¯tis˘y(‰ ds ,
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the previous equation reads
U¯ti`1 “ U¯ti ` ζi
` hi
”
δbi ´ f
´
X¯ti , U¯ti , σ
:`X¯ti , rX¯tis˘V¯ xti , rX¯ti , U¯tis¯` V¯ xti ¨ `σpX¯ti , rX¯tisq$i˘ı ,
(51)
where
ζi :“ Rwi `Rfi `Rbxi `Rbµi `Rσxi `Rσµi ` δMpti, ti`1q ` δT pti, ti`1q .
On the other hand, the scheme can be rewritten as
Y¯ti “ Y¯ti`1 ` hif
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , Z¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘´ hiZ¯ti ¨$i ´∆Mi , (52)
where ∆Mi satisfies
Etir∆Mis “ 0 , Etir$i ¨∆Mis “ 0 and E
“|∆Mi|2‰ ă 8 . (53)
Denoting ∆Y¯i “ Y¯ti ´ U¯ti , ∆Z¯i “ Z¯ti ´ σ:pX¯ti , rX¯tisqV¯ xti , and adding (51) and (52), we
get
∆Y¯i “ ∆Y¯i`1 ` hi pδbi ` δfiq ` ζi ´ hi∆Z¯i ¨$i ´∆Mi , (54)
where
δfi “ f
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , Z¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘´ f´X¯ti , U¯ti , σ:`X¯ti , rX¯tis˘V¯ xti , rX¯ti , U¯tis¯ .
For later use, we observe that
|δbi| ` |δfi| ď CΛ
`|∆Y¯i| ` ››∆Y¯i››2 ` |∆Z¯i|˘ . (55)
Summing the equation (54) from i to jk`1 ´ 1, we obtain
∆Y¯i `
jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
th`∆Z¯` ¨$` `∆M`u “ ∆Y¯jk`1 `
jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
h` pδb` ` δf`q ´
jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
ζ` .
Squaring both sides and taking expectation, we compute, using (53) for the left side and
Young’s and conditional Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the right side,
Etq
“|∆Y¯i|2‰` jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
h`Etq
“|∆Z¯`|2‰
ď Etq
«
p1` Cδq|∆Y¯jk`1 |2 ` C
jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
h`|δb` ` δf`|2 ` C
δ
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
ζ`
˙2ff
,
for i ě q ě jk. Combining (55) and Young’s inequality, this leads to
Etq
“|∆Y¯i|2‰` 1
2
jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
h`Etq
“|Z¯`|2‰ ď Etq
«
eCδ|∆Y¯jk`1 |2 ` C
jk`1´1ÿ
`“i
h`|∆Y¯`|2 ` C
δ
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
ζ`
˙2ff
.
Using the discrete version of Gronwall’s lemma and recalling that
řjk`1´1
`“jk h` “ δ, we
obtain, for i “ q,
|∆Y¯i|2 ď Eti
«
eCδ|∆Y¯jk`1 |2 `
C
δ
max
jkďiďjk`1´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
ζ`
˙2ff
,
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and then,
∆2Y :“ max
jkďiďjk`1
››∆Y¯i››22α ď eCδ››∆Y¯jk`1››22α ` Cδ
›››› maxjkďiďjk`1´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
ζ`
˙››››2
2α
. (56)
Third Step. To conclude, we need an upper bound for the error }maxjkďiďjk`1´1p
řjk`1´1
`“i ζ`q}22α
where ζ` is defined in (52). To do so, we study each term in (52) separately. We also
define ∆X :“ maxtPpik
››X¯t ´ X¯t››2α and we recall that X¯rk “ ξ.
Third Step a. We first study the contribution of Rfi to the global error term and note
that ›››› maxjkďiďjk`1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
Rf`
˙››››2
2α
ď C δ|pi|
jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
››Rf` ››22α . (57)
We will upper bound this last term.
Let us first observe, that, for ti ď s ď ti`1,
|V¯ xs ´ V¯ xti | ď
ˇˇBxU`s, X¯s, rX¯ss˘´ BxU`ti, X¯ti , rX¯tis˘ˇˇ
ď C
ˆ
|X¯s ´ X¯ti | `W2prX¯ss, rX¯tisq ` h
1
2
i
`
1` |X¯ti | ` }X¯ti}2
˘˙
,
where we used the Lipschitz property of BxU given in pH1q, together with (8) and (12).
Hence, ››V¯ xs ´ V¯ xti ››22α ď C ´››X¯s ´ X¯ti››22α ` hi`1` }X¯ti}22α˘¯ . (58)
From the boundedness of σ and the Lipschitz property of b and U , we compute››X¯s ´ X¯ti››22α ď CΛ ´hi ` h2i ››U¯ti ´ Yti››22α ` h2i ››X¯ti››22α¯ . (59)
Using Lemma 15 from the appendix below, we obtain››V¯ xs ´ V¯ xti ››22α ď C´hi`1` }ξ}22α˘` h2i∆2Y ¯ .
From the boundedness of BxU , σ and the lipschitz property of σ, we obtain››σ:`X¯s, rX¯ss˘V¯ xs ´ σ:`X¯ti , rX¯tis˘V¯ xti ››22α ď C `hi`1` }ξ}22α˘` h2i∆2Y ˘ ,
where we used the same argument as above to handle the difference between the two σ
terms. Combining the previous inequality with the Lipschitz property of f and replicating
the analysis to handle the difference between the U¯ terms, we deduce››Rfi ››22α ď Ch2i´∆2X ` hi`1` }ξ}22α˘` h2i∆2Y ¯ . (60)
Third Step b. Combining the Lipschitz property of b, the fact that |V¯ xs |2` Eˆr|V¯ µs |2s ď C
and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get››Rbxi ››22α ` ››Rbµi ››22α ď Ch2i ››U¯s ´ U¯ti››22α ` ››X¯s ´ X¯ti››22α . (61)
Arguing as in the previous step, we easily get››Rbi››22α ď Ch2i´hi`1` }ξ}22α˘` h2i∆2Y ¯ . (62)
Third Step c. We now study the contribution of the terms Rwi to the global error. From
the independance property of p$iqi“0,¨¨¨ ,n´1, we may regard each Rw` as a martingale
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increment. By Burkholder-Davies-Gundy inequalities for discrete martingales, we first
compute, using the fact that each $i is uniformly bounded,›››› maxjkďiďjk´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
Rw`
˙››››2
2α
ď C
››››››
jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż ti`1
ti
σ:pX¯p0qti , rX¯tisq
V¯ 0,xs ´ V¯ 0,xti?
s´ ti ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
››››››
α
ď C
jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
hi
ˆ
hi
`
1` }ξ}22α
˘` ››› sup
sPrti,ti`1s
|X¯p0qs ´ X¯ti |2
›››
α
˙
.
Since |X¯p0qs ´ X¯ti | ď hi|bpX¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tisq|, for s P rti, ti`1s, so that }X¯p0qs ´ X¯ti}2α ď
CΛhip1`}X¯ti}2α`}Y¯ti}2αq ď CΛhip1`}X¯ti}2α`∆2Y q, the previous inequality, together
with Lemma 15, leads to›››› maxjkďiďjk´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
Rw`
˙››››2
2α
ď Cδ|pi|
´
1` }ξ}22α ` |pi|∆2Y
¯
.
Similarly, ›››› maxjkďiďjk´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
δMpt`, t``1q
˙››››2
2α
ď C
jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
››ˇˇδMpt`, t``1qˇˇ2››α
ď C δ|pi| .
Hence, ›››› maxjkďiďjk´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
Rw`
˙››››2
2α
`
›››› maxjkďiďjk´1
ˆjk`1´1ÿ
`“i
δMpt`, t``1q
˙››››2
2α
ď Cδ|pi|`1` }ξ}22α˘` Cδ|pi|2∆2Y .
(63)
Third Step d. (i) We study the contribution of Rσxi . We observe that
|∆xps, λq| ďˇˇB2xxU`s, X¯pλqs , rX¯ss˘´ B2xxU`s, X¯s, rX¯ss˘ˇˇ ¨ |apX¯ti , rX¯tisq|
` ˇˇB2xxUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇapX¯ti , rX¯tisq ´ apX¯s, rX¯ssqˇˇ ,
for s P rti, ti`1s. Using the boundedness and Lipschitz continuity of B2xxU and σ, we get,
from the previous expression,››∆xps, λq››2
2α
ď C
´››X¯pλqs ´ X¯s››22α ` ››X¯s ´ X¯ti››22α¯ . (64)
Observing that
››X¯pλqs ´ X¯s››2α ď C?hi, we obtain using (59), for ti ď s ď ti`1››∆xps, λq››2
2α
ď Chi
`
1` hi
››U¯ti ´ Yti››22α ` hi››X¯ti››22α˘ .
which leads, using Lemma 15 again, to››Rσxi ››22α ď Ch2i´hi ` h2i `∆2Y ` }ξ}22α˘¯ . (65)
(ii) To study Rσµi , we first observe that
|∆µps, λq| ď CEˆ
”ˇˇBυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯pλqs yq ´ BυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syqˇˇı (66)
` Eˆ“ˇˇBυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇxapX¯ti , rX¯tisq ´ apX¯s, rX¯ssqyˇˇ‰ .
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For the last term, we combine Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (10) and boundedness and
Lipschitz continuity of σ to get
Eˆ
“ˇˇBυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇxapX¯ti , rX¯tisq ´ apX¯s, rX¯ssqyˇˇ‰
ď C ››X¯ti ´ X¯s››2 ď C››X¯ti ´ X¯s››2α.
Recalling from (59) that
››X¯s ´ X¯ti››22α ď CΛphi ` h2i p∆2Y ` }X¯ti}22αqq, we obtain, using
Lemma 15, that
Eˆ
“ˇˇBυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syqˇˇ ¨ ˇˇxapX¯ti , rX¯tisq ´ apX¯s, rX¯ssqyˇˇ‰
ď CΛh
1
2
i
ˆ
1` h 12i t∆Y ` }ξ}2αu
˙
. (67)
For the first term in (66), we use pH1q equation (13) to get
|BυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯pλqs yq ´ BυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syq|
ď C
!
1` |xX¯pλqs y|2α ` |xX¯sy|2α `
››X¯s››2α2 ) 12 |xX¯pλqs y ´ xX¯sy| .
By Cauchy Schwarz inequality, we obtain
Eˆ
”
|tBυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯pλqs yq ´ BυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syqu|
ı
ď Cahi ´1` }X¯pλqs }α2α ` }X¯s}α2α¯ . (68)
We then observe that››X¯pλqs ››2α ` ››X¯s››2α ď C ´››X¯ti››2α ` hi››U¯ti ´ Y¯ti››2α `ahi¯
ď C p1` }ξ}2α ` δ∆Y q ,
where we used lemma 15 for the last inequality. Combining the last inequality with (68)
and using also (67), we compute
|Rσµi | ď Ch
3
2
i p1` }ξ}2α ` δ∆Y q ,
and then ››››jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
|Rσµ` |
››››2
2α
ď C|pi|δ2 `1` δ2∆2Y ` }ξ}22α˘ . (69)
4. Collecting the estimates (60), (62) and (65), we compute¨˝
jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
››Rf` `Rb` `Rσx` ››2α‚˛
2
ď Cδ2 `∆2X ` |pi|t1` }ξ}22αu ` |pi|2∆2Y ˘ .
Observing that ¨˝
jk`1´1ÿ
`“jk
››δT pti, ti`1q››2α‚˛
2
ď Cδ2|pi| ,
and combining the previous inequality with (69), (63) and (56), we obtain
∆2Y ď eCδ}U¯rk`1 ´ Y¯rk`1}22α ` C
´
δ∆2X ` |pi|
`
1` }ξ}22α
˘` |pi|δ∆2Y ¯ ,
which concludes the proof for δ small enough. l
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Lemma 10. Assume that g and fp¨, 0, 0, r¨, 0sq are bounded. Then pA3q is satisfied what-
ever the value of α.
Proof. It suffices to prove that U is bounded on the whole space and that Y¯ is bounded
independently of the discretization parameters.
We refer to [20] for the proof of the boundedness of U .
The bound for Y¯ may obtained by squaring (52) and then by taking the conditional
expectation exactly as done in the second step of the proof of Lemma 9. l
Assumptions pA4q and pA5q are easily checked. It suffices to observe that pPrk,tpξqqtPpi,těrk
coincides with the solution of the discrete Euler scheme:
X¯0ti`1 “ X¯0ti ` pti`1 ´ tiqb
`
X0ti , 0, rX0ti , 0s
˘`ati`1 ´ tiσ`X0ti , rX0tis˘$i,
with X¯0rk “ ξ as initial condition.
Combining Lemma 9, Lemma 8 and Lemma 10 with Theorem 7, we have the following
result.
Corollary 11. Under pH1q-pH0q, assuming (39), the following holds››solver[k](ξ)´ Uprk, ξ, rξsq››2α ď C ´pCδqJ´1 ` |pi| 12 δ´1p1` }ξ}2αq¯ ,
for δ¯ small enough.
The first term in the right hand side is connected with the local Picard iterations
on a step of length δ. As expected, it decreases geometrically fast with the number of
iterations. The second term is due to the propagation of the error along the mesh. The
leading term |pi| 12 is consistent with that observed for classical forward-backward systems,
see for instance [21, 22]. The normalization by δ is due to the propagation of the error
through the successive local solvers.
4. Numerical applications
In practice, we would like to approximate the value of Up0, ¨q at some point px, µq P
Rd ˆ P2pRdq. In the first section below, we explain how to retrieve such approximation
using the approximation of Up0, ξ, rξsq given by the algorithm solver[0](), for some
ξ „ µ. In a second part, we discuss the numerical results obtained by implementing
solver[0]() with two levels, i.e. N “ 2. In particular, we show that it is more efficient
than an algorithm based simply on Picard Iterations.
4.1. Approximation of Up0, x, µq. The goal of this section is to show how to obtain
an approximation of Up0, x, rξsq with ξ „ µ and x P supppµq. We will assume that we
thus have at hand a discrete valued random variable ξ|pi| „ µ|pi| “ řM`“1 p`δx` such that
µ|pi| is a good approximation of µ for the Wasserstein distance. For instance, such an
approximation can be constructd by using quantization techniques. Then, we can use
solver[0](ξ|pi|) to obtain an approximation of Up0, ξ|pi|, rξ|pi|sq.
Note that solver[0](ξ|pi|) is a discrete random variable as the algorithm is initialised
by a discrete random variable as well. In practice, this means that each point x` will be
the root of a tree and will be associated to an output value y` “ Up0, x`, rξ|pi|sq and then
solver[0](ξ|pi|) „ řM`“1 p`δy` . It is important to remark that the computations on the
trees are connected via the McKean-Vlasov interaction.
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Using the Lipschitz continuity of U , one easily obtains
|Up0, x, µq ´ Up0, x¯`, µ|pi|q| ď C
ˆ
min
yPsuppprξ|pi|sq
|y ´ x| `W2pµ|pi|, µq
˙
“: E1p|pi|, ξq ,
(70)
where x¯` is a point in the support of µ|pi| realising the minimum in the first line.
Remark 12. In many cases, it will be easy to have x P supppµ|pi|q and thus reduce the
above error to the term W2pµ|pi|, µq. This is obviously the case if ξ is deterministic.
As mentioned above, the approximation of Up0, x¯`, µ|pi|q is obtained by running solver[0](ξ|pi|)
and by taking its value on the tree initiated at x¯`, precisely we have Up0, x¯`, µ|pi|q “ y ¯`.
The corresponding pointwise error is given by
E2p|pi|, δ, ξq :“ |y ¯`´ Up0, x¯`, rξ|pi|sq| . (71)
Of a course, this might be estimated by
E2p|pi|, δ, ξq ď 1
p¯`
›››Up0, ξ|pi|, rξ|pi|sq ´ solver[0](ξ|pi|)›››
2
,
but this is very poor when the initial distribution µ is diffuse and accordingly when µ|pi|
has a large support, in which case p¯` is expected to be small.
To bypass this difficulty, we must regard E2p|pi|, δ, ξq as a conditional error. Somehow,
it is the error of the numerical scheme conditional on the initial root of the tree. It requires
a new analysis, but it should not be so challenging: Now that we have investigated the
error for the McKean-Vlasov component, we can easily revisit the proof of Theorem 7 in
order to derive a bound for this conditional error.
Instead of revisiting the whole proof, we can argue by doubling the variables. For ξ
and x as above, we can regard the four equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) as a single forward-
backward system of the McKean-Vlasov type. The forward component of such a doubled
system is X “ pX0,x,µ, X0,ξq and the backward components are Y “ pY 0,x,µ, Y 0,ξq and
Z “ pZ0,x,µ, Z0,ξq. Except for the fact that the dimension of X is no longer equal to the
dimension of the noise, which we assumed to be true for convenience only, and for the
fact that Y takes values in R2, the setting is exactly the same as before, namely pX,Y,Zq
can be regarded as the solution of a McKean-Vlasov forward-backward SDE in which
the mean field component reduces to the marginal law of pX0,ξ, Y 0,ξq. We observe in
particular that
Y 0,x,µt “ Upt,X0,x,µt , rX0,ξt sq, Y 0,ξt “ Upt,X0,ξt , rX0,ξt sq, t P r0, T s,
with similar relationships for Z0,x,µ and Z0,ξ. Hence, Yt (and Zt) can be represented as
a function of X, which was the key assumption in our analysis. For sure, the fact that
Y takes values in dimension 2 is not a limitation for duplicating the arguments used to
prove Theorem 7.
Numerically speaking, the tree initiated at root x¯` under the initial distribution µ|pi|
provides an approximation of Up0, x¯`, rξ|pi|sq, which is equal to Y 0,x¯`,rξ|pi|s. So our numer-
ical (implemented) scheme is in fact a numerical for the whole process pX,Y,Zq.
This leads us to the following result.
Theorem 13. Let y ¯` be the approximation of Up0, x, µq obtained by calling solver[0](ξ|pi|),
where ¯` is defined in (70). Then, the following holds
|Up0, x, µq ´ y ¯`| ď E1p|pi|, ξq ` E2p|pi|, δ, ξq ,
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where E2p|pi|, δ, ξq can be estimated by Corollary 11, with p1 ` }ξ}2αq replaced by p1 `
|x¯`| ` }ξ}2αq.
4.2. Numerical illustration. In this section, we will prove empirically the convergence
of the approximation obtained by the solver solver[](). In particular, we will compare
the output of our algorithm solver[](), when implemented with two levels, i.e. N “ 2
(we simply call it two-level algorithm), with the output of a basic algorithm based only
on Picard iterations, which can be seen as a solver solver[](), but with only one level,
i.e. N “ 1 (we simply call it one-level algorithm). In both cases, we use Example 2 as
discretization scheme, with a standard Bernoulli quantization of the normal distribution,
d being equal to 1. In the numerical studies below, we show that the two-level algorithm
converges in case when the one-level algorithm fails.
4.2.1. The example of a linear model. In this part, we compare the output of both algo-
rithms for the following linear model where a closed-form solution is available:
dXt “ ´ρErY st dt` σdWt , X0 “ x ,
dYt “ ´aYtdt` ZtdWt , and YT “ XT ,
for ρ, a ą 0, and the true solution for ErX0s “ m0 is given by
Y0 “ m0e
aT
1` ρapeaT ´ 1q
.
The errors for various time steps and for both algorithms are shown on the log-log error
plot of Figure 1. The parameters are fixed as follows: ρ “ 0.1, a “ 0.25, σ “ 1, T “ 1
and x “ 2. Moreover, the two-level algorithm uses 5 Picard Iterations per level, and the
one-level algorithm computes 25 Picard Iterations.
4.2.2. Efficiency of the solver[]() algorithm. In this section, we compare the two-level
algorithm and the one-level algorithm on two models, for which existence and uniqueness
to the master equation (or the FBSDE system) hold true for any arbitrary terminal time
T and Lipschitz constant L of the coefficients function. Nevertheless, as stated in the
theorems above, the convergence of the algorithms is guaranted only for a periods of
time which are controlled by L and T . Here, we fix the terminal date T and allow L
to vary with the use of a coupling parameter ρ, see equations (72) (for a case without
McKean-Vlasov interaction) and (73) (for a case with McKean-Vlasov interaction). We
will see below that, as expected, the two-level algorithm converges for a larger range of
coupling parameter than the one-level algorithm.
An example with no McKean-Vlasov interaction. .
Here, the model is the following
dXt “ ρ cospYtqdt` σdWt, X0 “ x ,
Yt “ EtrsinpXT qs . (72)
On Figure 2, we plot the output of the two-level and one-level algorithm along with
a proxy of the true solution computed by usual BSDE approximation method (after a
Girsanov transform) and with a very high-level of precision. On the graph, the value Y 0
stands for the approximation of Up0, xq: There is no dependence upon the initial measure
as there is no MKV interaction in this example. The parameters are fixed as follows:
σ “ 1, T “ 1 and x “ 0. Moreover, the two-level algorithm uses 5 Picard Iterations per
level, and the one-level algorithm computes 25 Picard Iterations.
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Figure 1. Convergence of the algorithms: log-log error plot for the same
data as in the text. We can observe that both algorithms return the same
value which is close to the true value. This validates the convergence of
both methods in this simple linear setting.
An example from large population stochastic control. .
For this part, the model is given by
dXt “ ´ρYtdt` dWt , X0 “ x ,
dYt “ atanpErXtsqdt` ZtdWt and YT “ G1pXT q :“ atanpXT q. (73)
coming from Pontryagin principle applied to MFG
inf
α
E
„
GpXαt q `
ż T
0
ˆ
1
2ρ
α2t `Xαt atanpErXαt sq
˙
dt

with dXαt “ αtdt` dWt, see e.g. [14].
We do not know the exact solution for this model and it is not possible to obtain easily
an approximation as in the previous example. We plot on Figure 3, the output value
of the one-level algorithm and two-level algorithm. On the graph, the value Y 0 stands
for the approximation of Up0, x, δxq. The parameters are fixed as follows: σ “ 1, T “ 1
and x “ 1. Moreover, the two-level algorithm uses 5 Picard Iterations per level, and the
one-level algorithm computes 25 Picard Iterations.
5. Appendix
5.1. A discrete Itô formula. We consider the following Euler scheme on the discrete
time grid pi of the interval r0, T s, recall (20),
X¯ti`1 “ X¯ti ` bipti`1 ´ tiq ` σi
a
ti`1 ´ ti$i , (74)
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Figure 2. Comparison of algorithms’ output for different value of the
coupling parameter and for the same data as in Example (72): two-level
(black star), one-level (blue cross), true value (red line). The two-level
algorithm converges for larger coupling parameter than the one-level al-
gorithm. It is close to the true solution up to parameter ρ “ 7, the
discrepancy for large coupling parameter coming most probably from the
discrete-time error. Interestingly, the one-level algorithm shows bifurca-
tions.
where p$iqiďn are i.i.d. centered Rd-valued random variables such that the covariance
matrix Er$i$:i s is the identity matrix and }$i}22α ď Λhi, and pbi, σiq P L2pFtiq, for all
i ď n.
We also introduce a piecewise continuous version of the previous scheme, for i ă n,
ti ď s ă ti`1 and λ P r0, 1s, the process pX¯pλqt q0ďtďT ,
X¯pλqs “ X¯ti ` bips´ tiq ` σiλ
?
s´ ti$i (75)
and X¯pλqtn “ X¯tn . Following the notation used in the proof of Lemma 9, we just write
pX¯sq0ďsďT for pX¯p1qs q0ďsďT , which defines a continuous version of the Euler scheme given
in (74).
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Figure 3. Algorithms’ output for the same data as in Example (73): one-
level algorithm (blue line), two-level algorithm (black line). We observe
the same phenomenon as in the previous model: The two-level algorithm
converges to a unique value for a larger range of coupling parameter than
the one-level algorithm, which exhibits a bifurcation. Observe that the
two-level algorithm fails to converge at some points: One should add a
level of computation to shorten the time period δ.
Proposition 14. For any i P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u, the following holds true:
Upti`1, X¯ti`1 , rX¯ti`1sq “ Upti, X¯ti , rX¯tisq `
ż ti`1
ti
BtUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqds
`
ż ti`1
ti
ˆ
BxUps, X¯s, rX¯ssq ¨ bi ` 1
2
ż 1
0
Tr
“B2xxUps, X¯pλqs , rX¯ssqai‰dλ˙ds
`
ż ti`1
ti
Eˆ
“BµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syq ¨ xbiy‰ ds
` 1
2
ż 1
0
Eˆ
”
Tr
“BυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯pλqs yqxaiy‰dλıds
`
ż ti`1
ti
BxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssq σi$i2?s´ tids` δMpti, ti`1q ` δT pti, ti`1q ,
where ai is here equal to σiσ
:
i , and δMpti, ti`1q is a martingale increment satisfying
}δMpti, ti`1q}2α ď CΛh2i and }δT pti, ti`1q}2α ď CΛh
3
2
i .
Proof. By writing
X¯ti`1 “ X¯ti `
ż ti`1
ti
`
bi ` σi$i
2
?
s´ ti
˘
ds,
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and by using the standard chain rule for continuously differentiable functions on a Hilbert
space, we get
Upti`1, X¯ti`1 , rX¯ti`1sq “ Upti, X¯ti , rX¯tisq `
ż ti`1
ti
BtUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqds
`
ż ti`1
ti
ˆ
BxUps, X¯s, rX¯ssq ¨
`
bi ` σi$i
2
?
s´ ti
˘
ds
` Eˆ
„
BµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syq ¨ xbi ` σi$i
2
?
s´ ti y
˙
ds .
Now we observe that,
BxUps, X¯s, rX¯ssq “ BxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssq `
?
s´ ti
ż 1
0
B2xxUps, X¯pλqs , rX¯ssqσi$idλ
“ BxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssq `
?
s´ ti B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqσi$i `
?
s´ tiT1psq ,
where T1psq is a random variable defined on pΩ,F ,Pq such that }T1psq}2α ď Ch
1
2
i , and
BµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯syq “ BµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯p0qs yq
` ?s´ ti
ż 1
0
BυBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯pλqs yqxσi$iydλ
“ BµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯p0qs yq
` ?s´ ti BvBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯p0qs yqxσi$iy `
?
s´ tiT2psq ,
where T2psq is a random variable on the enlarged space pΩˆ Ωˆ,F b Fˆ ,Pb Pˆq such that
Eˆ
“|T2psq|2α‰1{p2αq ď Ch 12i .
We insert these expansions back into the identity we obtained for the term Upti`1, X¯ti`1 , rX¯ti`1sq.
We let
δMpti, ti`1q “ 1
2
ż ti`1
ti
”
B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqσi$i ¨
`
σi$i
˘
´ Eti
”
B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqσi$i ¨
`
σi$i
˘ıı
ds ,
δT pti, ti`1q “ 1
2
ż ti`1
ti
`T1psq ` T2psq˘ ¨ σi$ids .
It defines a martingale increment satisfying Eti
“|δMpti, ti`1q|2α‰1{p2αq ď Chi. Observing
that for ti ď s ď ti`1,
Eˆ
”
BµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯p0qs yq ¨ xσi$iy
ı
“ 0 ,
Eti
”
B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqσi$i ¨
`
σi$i
˘ı “ Eti”Tr`B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqai˘ı ,
Eti
”
B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqσi$i ¨
`
σi$i
˘ı “ Eti”Tr`B2xxUps, X¯p0qs , rX¯ssqai˘ı ,
Eˆ
”
BvBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯p0qs yq
?
s´ tixσi$iy ¨ xσi$iy
ı
“ Eˆ
”
Tr
`BvBµUps, X¯s, rX¯ssqpxX¯p0qs yqxaiy˘ı ,
we complete the proof. l
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5.2. Estimates for the scheme given in Example 2.
Lemma 15. Under pH0q-pH1q, the following holds for the forward component of the
scheme given in Example 2 and its continuous version,
max
tPpik
››X¯t››2α ď CΛ ˆ1` ››X¯rk››2α ` δmaxtPpik ››Upt, X¯t, rX¯tsq ´ Yt››2α
˙
, (76)
Proof. We introduce di :“ |Upti, X¯ti , rX¯tisq ´ Y¯ti | and observe from the Lipschitz prop-
erty of b and U thatˇˇ
b
`
X¯ti , Y¯ti , rX¯ti , Y¯tis
˘ˇˇ ď CΛ`1` |X¯ti | ` ››X¯ti››2α ` di ` ››di››2α˘ . (77)
Recall that the scheme for the forward component reads
X¯ti`1 “ X¯rk `
iÿ
`“jk
b
`
X¯t` , Y¯t` , rX¯t` , Y¯t`s
˘pt``1 ´ t`q ` iÿ
`“jk
σ
`
X¯t` , rX¯t`s
˘
∆W¯` .
Squaring the previous inequality, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the first sum and
the martingale property for the second sum, we obtain››X¯ti`1››22α ď C››X¯rk››22α ` C iÿ
`“jk
h`
´
δ
››bpX¯t` , Y¯t` , rX¯t` , Y¯t`sq››22α ` }σpX¯t` , rX¯t`sq}22α¯ ,
where we used again Bürkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality for discrete martingales.
Combining (77) with the boundedness of σ, we then have››X¯ti`1››22α ď C´››X¯rk››22α ` δ ` δ2 maxjkďiăjk`1 }di}22α ` Cδ
iÿ
`“jk
h`
››X¯t`››22α¯ .
Using the discrete version of Gronwall’s lemma, the result easily follows. l
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